
Coach Rak (pictured in back row at right) 
and his coaches pose with a few weekend 
regulars during his latest Saturday afternoon 
session at the Woodside Fencing Center

Fencing Made Easy At Woodside Center
Young And Old All Invited To Join
story and photos by Ralph Mancini

While some may view fencing as a foreign and somewhat exotic sport, many Queens residents are discovering a true
 passion for it through one-on-one training provided by coaches at the Woodside Fencing Center, where lessons are 
offered in a family-style setting. 

A typical Saturday afternoon at WFC headquarters consists of both adults and children of all ages, who are exposed to A typical Saturday afternoon at WFC headquarters consists of both adults and children of all ages, who are exposed to 
the rules of the game and who participate in several stretching and warm-up techniques before a sword is placed in 
their hands. 

As founder and head instructor of the Woodside location, Witold M. Rak takes great pride in encouraging even the 
smallest of children to participate in drills and sword duels under the supervision of his staff. 
Unlike, the methods used in the old European style of fencing, Rak often allows his students to begin handling 
weapons on their very first day of training. 

As a former eight-year competitor in Northern Germany and member of the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Organizing As a former eight-year competitor in Northern Germany and member of the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Organizing 
Committee for the sport of fencing, Rak has developed a diverse set of followers under his guidance-some of which 
are currently assisting him as coaches. 

One of his most loyal trainers is a New Orleans native who goes by the name of Stingray. 
A seven-year veteran of fencing, Stingray promotes the sport as a great cardiovascular activity and told how it helped 
him regain flexibility after he began having trouble tackling simple everyday tasks, such as putting on his shoes. 

But even with all the physical benefits provided by the activity, Stingray maintained that in order to be a quality fencer, But even with all the physical benefits provided by the activity, Stingray maintained that in order to be a quality fencer, 
one must be just as focused on the mental aspect of fencing as he or she is on the physical end of it. 

“Fencing is 50 percent mental and 50 percent physical,” he said. “You need three, five, or even seven moves down in
 your mind before you even begin.” 

Two novice fencers duke it out under the close supervision of 
Coach Witold M. Rak (seen standing in background).


